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The entries cover all parts of speech (noun, verb, adverb or adjective usage) as well as use in
modern slang, pop culture, social sciences (linguistics, history, geography, economics,
sociology, political science), business, computer science, literature, law, medicine,
psychology, mathematics, chemistry, physics, biology and other physical sciences. This ?data
dump? results in many unexpected examples for busts, since the editorial decision to include
or exclude terms is purely a linguistic process. The resulting entries are used under license or
with permission, used under ?fair use? conditions, used in agreement with the original authors,
or are in the public domain. Proceeds from this book are used to expand the content and
coverage of Websters Online Dictionary (www.websters-online-dictionary.org).

Then my firm, JW Henderson of Bowling Green Street, Leith, went bust. If they hadn't Leith:
Webster's Quotations, Facts and Phrases. Proceeds from this book .
In his biography of Noah Webster, Harlow Unger writes, Bust of Noah Webster . The
Prompter; or a commentary on common sayings and subjects, accompany them and
observations deduced from the facts stated. In his edition of the Bible, Webster substituted
new words and phrases for those that. The following is an ever-growing eclectic mix of
thought-provoking quotes, courtesy of . The degree of one's emotion varies inversely with
one's knowledge of the facts - the less you know the hotter you get. .. S. Tobin Webster ..
Learning acquired in youth arrests the evil of old age; and if you understand that old age. On
These Walls:Inscriptions and Quotations in the Buildings of the Library of Congress The
Neptune Fountain; The Ethnological Heads; The Portico Busts; .. The phrase Homage to
Gutenberg, engraved on the reverse side of the lunette, can . Gibson, Pinckney, Kent,
Hamilton, Webster, Curtis); and MEDICINE (Cross. Timothy Tim Noble (born ) and Susan
Sue Webster (born ), are two British artists . The shadow formed by this mass of animals
fittingly depicts back to back busts of the artists in a pose of grief. In September , they were.
An idiom is a common word or phrase with a culturally understood meaning that differs from
Idioms are also not to be confused with proverbs, which are simple sayings . A bust in the
chops was to get hit in the face. Off your trolley may refer to the fact that when the wires are
off the trolley , . thepepesplace.com
You spend much of your time as a lexicographer in pursuit of facts, and you . My default
assumption on seeing Shakespeare as the first citation for a word . is some phrase from out
west when I use it, so I've had to explain, â€œNo, no. So, you're putting the â€œstirâ€• in
Webster by playing usage Jenga until the. 2 Disputed; 3 Misattributed; 4 Quotes about Twain;
5 External links The Facts Concerning the Recent Resignation , described by the author as
written about , first published in Mark Twain's Letter to Annie Moffett Webster ( September 1,
). This quote is engraved on Twain's bust in the National Hall of Fame. Ties Websters
Quotations, Facts and Phrases, ebay files. How to Give a Wedgie and Other Tricks, Tips and
Skills No Adult Will Teach You, with ebay. According to the introduction to 's The Best of
H.T. Webster In a fitting reversal of rough-riding Teddy Roosevelt's famous quote, Caspar.
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